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Democracy Dies in Darkness

Why Guyana’s political stalemate matters
By 
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In a corner of South America along the northern coast, a
country is plunged into crisis. Rival camps see themselves as the
rightful rulers of the nation and their opponents as would-be usurpers.
Officials in regional organizations and foreign governments want those
in power to step down and pave the way for a transition. And beneath
it all lies the promise — and potential curse — of the country’s
considerable and largely untapped oil reserves.

No, this isn’t Venezuela, but neighboring Guyana, which is entering its
fifth month of political paralysis since the results of a March 2
presidential election were thrown into question by allegations of vote-
rigging and fraud.
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A lengthy recount of the ballots, which found a narrow victory for the
opposition, only intensified the standoff. The ruling multiparty
coalition led by President David Granger has latched on to an
observations report by the country’s chief elections official, which said
that as many as 115,000 of the approximately 400,000 votes cast in
the election should be invalidated and that emigrants and the deceased
were registered as having voted. Granger’s opponents reject the
accusations as “baseless” and say their presidential candidate, Irfaan
Ali, should be allowed to take the oath of office. The bulk of the
international community, including Caricom, the Caribbean’s main
regional bloc, and the Organization of American States, or OAS,
appear eager for Granger to concede.

But he isn’t quite ready to do so. In a recent interview, Granger
said his country and its interim government was abiding by a
constitutional and legal process to manage its elections. Injunctions
and appeals have taken the dispute to the Trinidad-based Caribbean
Court of Justice. “Guyana is not a rogue state,” Granger told Today’s
WorldView. “We are on a path, albeit a slow one.”
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Nevertheless, Guyana is being increasingly viewed as a troublesome
actor. The OAS issued a statement in June calling on Guyana “to begin
the process of transition, which will allow the legitimately elected
government to take its place.” Both OAS and Caricom observers
certified the recount results and say there is enough evidence to justify
Granger conceding defeat.

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo last week urged the Guyanese to
“get on with it” and threatened potential punitive measures on Guyana
or its leading officials if the country’s democracy remains deadlocked.
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“Recent reports suggest questionable maneuvers by interested parties
designed to continue forestalling a final declaration of results, which
members of the press say indicates a defeat for the incumbent
government,” read a bipartisan statement from members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, including Sens. Marco Rubio (R-Fla.)
and Robert Menendez (D-N.J.). “President Granger should honor the
will of the Guyanese people and concede.”

They added that, for the sake of “the future of democracy and the rule
of law in our hemisphere, the ongoing uncertainty and gamesmanship
must end.”
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Granger urges outside patience. “I’m not a gamesman,” he said,
insisting that the alleged rigging of the March election remained the
real issue. “I don’t see any corruption, any fraud, delay,” Granger said
of the impasse. “If there’s any fraud, it went into the boxes when the
ballots were cast March 2.”

For many Americans, this former British colony is rarely on
their political radar. It’s more often remembered as the remote
1970s backwater that housed the death cult of Jim Jones and its
Jonestown massacre. But a considerable Guyanese diaspora lives in
the United States. And the small, impoverished country’s GDP per
capita is expected to triple in the next decade as it soaks up the
windfall of its recently discovered petroleum wealth.

“The election is considered the most important since Guyana became
independent from Britain in 1966, given the recent discovery of major
oil and gas deposits near its coastline,” the Associated Press reported
last month. “But the impasse has largely paralyzed life in the country
of some 750,000 people. The Finance Ministry warned it’s unable to
access funds amid the coronavirus pandemic because there is no
functioning Parliament, which was dissolved in December.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/40-years-ago-this-journalist-survived-the-jonestown-massacre-he-warns-it-could-happen-again/2018/11/16/bae22596-e9aa-11e8-b8dc-66cca409c180_story.html?itid=lk_inline_manual_20
https://foreignpolicy.com/2019/11/26/new-oil-finds-triple-guyana-gdp-avoid-resource-curse/
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The delay has chilled investor enthusiasm in Guyana, where
ExxonMobil has taken the reins of cultivating its oil industry. The U.S.
company recently announced that the political stalemate and the
challenges posed by the coronavirus pandemic were complicating its
plans to ramp up oil production this year.

“The lure of petroleum revenue made these elections more
exciting, perhaps more contentious than ever,” Granger
admitted. But it also fueled a divisive election campaign that played
largely along ethnic lines. The opposition People’s Progressive Party
(PPP), once the dominant ruling faction, is heavily backed by Guyana’s
Indian-origin population. Granger’s party draws its strength from
Afro-Guyanese voters, though it is in alliance with a smaller faction
that champions multiracialism. He and his allies point to the
proliferation of “fake news” on social media and have accused the PPP
of bringing in Cambridge Analytica, the notorious (and now defunct)
British political consultancy, to weaponize racial grievances.
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“International business headlines discuss investor confidence in this
small South American country on the brink of political disaster,” wrote
academics D. Alissa Trotz and Arif Bulkan. “But for Guyanese, the
fundamental issue is how vulnerable our ongoing polarization makes
us to this latest chapter of multinational resource extraction and
exploitation.”

Granger appeared less perturbed. “We don’t have race riots or
religious riots. We don’t have terrorism,” he said. “It’s a question of
political competition, and I’m very confident it can be resolved in a
peaceful way.”

Read more:

China strangles its world city

Putin’s term-limit win suggests stagnation, not strength

Whatever Israel decides, a one-state reality looms
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3 hours ago

Regarding the recent elections in Guyana, the math is simple.

Anybody with access to the internet can come up with similar

numbers. They are as follows: 

– Estimated population of Guyana (2019): 782’766 

Source: https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/guyana-

population/

– Estimated percentage of foreign population (without voting

rights, 2015): 2% or 15’655 

Source: https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/SM.POP.TOTL.ZS =>

767’111 Guyanese citizens 

– Voting age: 18 years 

– Percentage of people 18 years and older: 62.3% 

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demographics_of_Guyana 

=> 477’910 eligible voters (i.e. voters age 19 and older) 

Andre Brandli
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– Estimated voter turnout on March 2, 2020: 70% 

Source: http://guyanachronicle.com/2020/03/16/voter-turnout-

for-march-2-elections-around-70 

=> Estimated casted votes: 334’537 

Given this simple calculation, it’s hard for me to rationalise a

recount that appears to indicate that 460’352 valid votes were

casted or 125’815 more than one can rationally expect.

If true, this would indicated a voter turnout of 96.3% (i.e 460’352

of 477’910 eligible voters participated). I am not aware that

Guyana ever had such a voter turnout. 

Typically, its around 75%. Source:

https://www.electionguide.org/countries/id/93/ 

Does anybody have a good and compelling argument explaining

why we should believe that indeed 460’352 votes were casted

that can be traced back to validated eligible voters? It's obvious

that the vote was massively rigged. 

Link' Report(
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I just rented and watched "Wag the Dog" today.  Guyana, Grenada

- given our propensity to repeat mistakes of the past (Nixon/Trump

Vietnam/Afghanistan) seems like a perfect little exercise, and

avoids all that posse comitatus nonsense.

Link' Report(

L Miller

16 hours ago

This article has not given a true reflection of the political situation

in Guyana. There is no mention of the blatant attempts at stealing

the elections by elections officials who are expected to be neutral

kenmccrae89%40gmail.com
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the elections by elections officials who are expected to be neutral

in executing their duties. There is one official, Clairmont Mingo, for

example, who attempted to forge the electoral numbers to ensure

that the incumbent party wins. This did not happen once; he tried

that two times!

The writer of this article also failed to mention that ALL of the

observers (local and international), including the diplomats from

the U.S., U.K., Canada and the EU countries witnessed the fraud.

It seems as if this article is a result of the lobbying done by the U.S.

firm, JJ&B LLC, which was hired by the governing party,

APNU/AFC. 

Virtually everyone in Guyana knows who won and lost the

elections. The incumbent party lost, and the opposition, the PPP,

won.

Link' Report(
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I guess the author of this article was too objective for your taste.

He stated the facts and facts are very stubborn things.

Link' Report(

Eranna2
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10 hours ago

List some "facts", if you may.

I suggest you google "Guyana elections fraud election

commission officials" and see what you find!

Link' Report(
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It’s called 3rd world disease - extracting every penny from rule and

CSNIronclad
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It’s called 3rd world disease - extracting every penny from rule and

stuffing it into a Swiss Bank.   And using ever “law” and rule to

make the elite rich - see Nigeria, oil states, ad Infinitum.   

call it what it is - corruption.
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What part of "leave it in the ground" don't people get?

Link' Report(

Glenda Hunt
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It’s hard to demand that of poor countries when the richest one

insists on $ hiting the global nest to put ever-more $$ in

billionaires’ pockets. 
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